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Abstract
The main question raised in this paper is whether GPs should self select their payment mechanism or not. To answer it, we model GPs’ behavior under the most common payment schemes (capitation and fee-for-service) and when GPs can select one among those. Our analysis considers GPs heterogeneity in terms of both ability and sense of professional duty. We conclude that when savings on specialists costs are the main concern of a regulator, GPs should be paid on a fee-for-service basis. Instead, when failures to identify severe conditions are the main concern, then payment self selection by GPs can be optimal.
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1. Introduction

The main question raised in this paper is whether GPs should be allowed to self select their payment mechanism or not. We model GPs’ behavior under the most common payment schemes (capitation and fee-for-service) and when GPs can select one among those. Our analysis recognizes that GPs, as other professionals, are heterogeneous in terms of both ability and sense of professional duty. This diversity of profiles between GPs allows us to compare in an innovative fashion the most common payment schemes with a situation in which GPs can voluntarily select between capitation and fee-for-service (FFS henceforth).

The focus on GPs’ selection of a payment scheme is motivated by a new policy in France giving the possibility to some physicians to choose between FFS and some incentive payment. Selection between FFS and capitation also exists in the US where physicians can either work in an HMO, often characterized by capitation payments, or in a more traditional setting under FFS. In Quebec, a 1999 reform also allowed physicians to select the contract under which they preferred to work among FFS and a mixed-remuneration contract giving physicians a base wage and a reduced FFS. From the wide literature on adverse selection, we can easily anticipate that the physicians opting for one type of organization/payment scheme need not have the same profile as the physicians opting for another one.

Many authors have written about the incentive properties of the most traditional payment schemes (see McGuire, 2000, for a survey on physician agency). On the one hand, FFS might encourage physicians to provide too many medical services to maximize their revenue. On the other hand, capitated physicians become residual claimant, which may lead to a limitation of either the amount or the quality of the medical services they provide. To sum up, FFS can be responsible for inefficiently high costs while capitation can be responsible for inefficiently low quality/amount of care.
These incentive properties are likely to hold whenever physicians are not allowed to refer patients to other levels of medical care. However, as shown in a companion paper by Allard et al. (2009) that compares capitation, FFS and fundholding, the above-mentioned incentive properties can be reversed in the case of GPs able to refer patients to specialty care. Indeed, capitated GPs can save on personal costs by simply referring their patients to expensive specialized care. GPs paid on a FFS basis earn more revenue when treating the patients on their own rather than referring them to a specialist. In that case, FFS would lead to lower total costs and quality compared to capitation, if we suppose that the costs and the quality of specialty care are higher than those of GPs care and we abstract from professional duty considerations.

To our knowledge, only Fortin et al. (2008) and Dumont et al. (2008) address the issue of physicians voluntary self selection of a payment mechanism. With regard to the 1999 reform in the province of Quebec, they provide, respectively, a theoretical and an empirical analysis of the consequences of physicians selection into one or another payment scheme. In their analyses, they do not explicitly recognize physicians heterogeneity so that self selection into one payment scheme cannot depend on physicians characteristics. However, empirical literature on personnel economics has shown that agents self selection into a payment mechanism can depend on various personal characteristics such as skill levels, gender, risk aversion or intrinsic motivation (see Teyssier, 2008, and the references therein).

Among the latter, we focus on two sorts of GPs heterogeneities: (1) Skill levels, illustrated in our analysis by the ability to establish more or less accurate diagnoses; (2) Intrinsic motivation, illustrated by GPs concern for their patients health (also called altruism or sense of professional duty). Our model also recognizes that GPs’ ability and sense of professional duty are their own private information. So is the information acquired during GPs’ diagnosis.

The papers by Ma (2007), by Choné and Ma (2010) and by Allard et al. (2009) are the only ones so far to recognize that physicians can be heterogeneous in their degree of
concern for their patients’ health, and that this concern is physicians’ private information. Other papers have analyzed GPs contracting while focusing on their gatekeeping role (García-Mariñoso and Jelovac, 2003; Malcomson, 2004; Levaggi and Rochaix, 2007; Brekke et al., 2008; Gonzalez, 2010).

In García-Mariñoso and Jelovac (2003) and in Malcomson (2004), the information acquired by GPs during diagnosis is endogenous as it depends on their costly effort, which itself is influenced by the payment contract. On the contrary, diagnosis accuracy in the present paper is exogenous as it depends on GPs’ ability. It is the choice of a payment contract that is endogenous here, and this choice can be influenced by the exogenous quality of the diagnosis. We do not claim that the quality of a GP’s diagnosis is exogenous rather than endogenous. We believe that the actual precision of a medical diagnosis relates to both GPs’ endogenous effort and exogenous ability. We rather aim at providing a set of results assuming an exogenous quality of diagnosis, as a complement to the existing results in the afore-mentioned papers. This collection of results will provide a basis to empirically sort the question on the endogenous or exogenous nature of the diagnosis quality: “Is it the incentive contract that influences the quality of a diagnosis? Or is it the quality of a GP to perform a diagnosis that influences his selection of a payment scheme?”.

To understand our results, it is important to establish the two concerns that are prevalent in the paper. The first concern is about the costs of specialty care, supposedly higher than GPs treatment costs. Therefore, one should avoid referrals of patients with a minor condition who do not need specialty care. Such wasteful referrals will be referred to as type-I errors. The second concern is about the imperfectness of GPs’ diagnosis. One should avoid situations where GPs fail to refer patients with a severe condition who actually need specialty care. Such failures to adequately refer patients to specialty care will be considered as type-II errors.

We show that when given the choice, the GPs with a high sense of professional duty and a low ability choose a capitation scheme. These GPs exert a defensive type of medicine,
i.e. systematic referrals to specialists. The remaining GPs rather opt for FFS, but not all for the same reasons. Among those GPs, only those with a high ability are likely to recommend the most adequate course of action for their patients. Instead, the GPs with low professional duty tend to systematically treat their patients on their own before referring to a specialist when needed. We provide a graphical analysis to show that when savings on specialists costs (type-I errors) are the main concern of a regulator, GPs should be paid on a FFS basis. Instead, when failures to identify severe conditions (type-II errors) are the main concern, then payment self selection by GPs can be optimal.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The model is described in Section 2. Section 3 reports some results already obtained in Allard et al (2009) about the GPs behavior under capitation and under FFS. Section 4 allows for GPs self selection between capitation and FFS. Section 5 provides a graphical comparison to sort whether a regulator should let GPs self select their payment scheme or not. Section 6 concludes.

2. The model

Without loss of generality, we consider here a simplified version of the model used in Allard et al (2009). A patient is assumed to suffer from either a minor condition \( m \) with probability \( P \), or a severe condition \( m' \) with probability \( 1-P \). The treatments that adequately cure these conditions are \( t \) and \( t' \), respectively. Both the GP and the specialist can provide the treatment \( t \). Only a specialist can provide the treatment \( t' \). The resulting health status, denoted \( h \), depends on the initial condition and on the treatment provided. We reasonably assume that:

\[
h_1 = h(m,t) \geq h_2 = h(m',t) > h_3 = h(m',t') > h_4 = h(m',t').
\]

We assume that the cost of a treatment does not depend on the treatment itself, but on who provides the treatment: It is \( c_{GP} \) (respectively, \( c_{SP} \)) when it is provided by a GP (respectively, by a specialist). We reasonably assume that \( c_{GP} < c_{SP} \).
The timing of the game is the following. Once the patient suffers from a condition that is unknown to him, he seeks advice and eventually care from a gatekeeping GP. Once the GP has identified the condition with more or less accuracy, he decides whether to provide a treatment on his own (the treatment \( t \) a fortiori) or to refer the patient to a specialist. If the GP has treated his patient adequately with \( t \) or in case of referral to a specialist, the game ends. However, if the GP has provided \( t \) to a patient with a severe condition, the patient is ultimately referred to a specialist to receive treatment \( \tilde{t} \) as well. This is the situation in which the resulting health status is the worst one and it is denoted \( h_3 = h(m,t,\tilde{t}) \). The costs in this case are the sum of GP’s and specialist costs: \( c_{GP} + c_{SP} \).

We assume that the accuracy of a GP’s diagnosis is directly proportional to his ability. When performing a diagnosis, the GP obtains a signal corresponding to either type of illness: \( s \) or \( \bar{s} \). We assume that the probability that the signal corresponds to the actual illness equals a measure of this ability, denoted \( a \):\(^2\)

\[
Pr (s|m) = Pr (\bar{s}|m) = a \in (1/2, 1).
\]

Ability \( a \) varies across GPs. Bayesian updating allows us to write the probability of a condition for each received signal as a function of a GP’s ability:

\[
Pr (m|s) = 1 - Pr (\bar{m}|s) = \frac{Pa}{Pa + (1 - P)(1 - a)}; \\
Pr (m|\bar{s}) = 1 - Pr (\bar{m}|\bar{s}) = \frac{(1 - P)a}{(1 - P)a + P(1 - a)}.
\]

As can be expected, the probability of a correct diagnosis by the GP (either \( Pr (m|s) \) or \( Pr (m|\bar{s}) \)) is increasing in GP’s ability \( a \), while the probability of a wrong diagnosis

---

\(^1\) In Section 4, we go one step backwards and let the GP select his payment scheme in the very first stage.

\(^2\) By doing so, we rule out diagnoses that are straightforward for all GPs. This is done without loss of generality. We could instead introduce some illnesses having a straightforward diagnosis and occurring with some probability. It would certainly make the analysis more realistic, although at the cost of a more cumbersome notation and without adding anything to the core of the analysis.
(either \( \Pr (\mathcal{m} | \mathcal{g}) \) or \( \Pr (\mathcal{m} | \mathcal{v}) \)) is decreasing in ability. We also assume that a specialized diagnosis is always made without error.

The GP’s utility depends on both his revenue and his patients’ health. His revenue depends on whether he is paid on a capitation or on a FFS basis. If paid by capitation, he receives a payment \( K \) no matter whether he provides a treatment or not. Therefore, if he provides a treatment, he earns \( K - c_{GP} \). Otherwise, he earns \( K \). If paid on a FFS basis, he receives a fee \( R \) only when he provides a treatment. Therefore, he earns \( R - c_{GP} \) if he provides a treatment, nothing otherwise.\(^3\) To reflect GP’s sense of professional duty, we assume that a GP’s concern for his patients’ health is weighted by a parameter \( \beta \), that varies across GPs. Therefore, a GP’s utility can be written as:

\[
U = \text{Net payment} + \beta \cdot h_i,
\]

where \( \text{Net payment} \in \{K; K - c_{GP}; R - c_{GP}; 0\} \) and \( i = 1, 2, 3 \).

3. GPs behavior under capitation and fee-for-service

This section heavily draws on the companion paper by Allard et al (2009).

We first confirm the result in Allard et al (2009) that GPs paid on a capitation basis systematically refer their patients to a specialist, whatever the outcome of the diagnosis. Indeed, the GP faces no trade off in this case: When referring a patient to a specialist, he earns a net payment \( K \) and the resulting patient’s health is either \( h_1 \) or \( h_2 \), depending on her initial condition. When treating the patient on his own with \( t \), he earns a net payment \( K - c_{GP} \) and the resulting patient’s health is either \( h_1 \) or \( h_3 \), depending on her initial condition. Therefore, referring a patient is the dominant strategy for a GP paid on a capitation basis, whatever the diagnostic signal, the level of GP’s ability \( a \) and professional duty \( \beta \). In other words, a GP paid with capitation exerts a defensive type of

\(^3\) We omit here a payment for performing the diagnosis. This payment is normalized to zero without loss of generality.
medicine by referring patients to more capacitated specialists, and by doing so they maximize not only their patients health but also their net income. Their resulting expected utility is:

\[ EU(\text{Capitation}, s.SP) = K + \beta \{ P h_1 + (1 - P) h_2 \} \]

On the other hand, the behavior of a GP paid on a FFS basis does depend on his ability and sense of professional duty, as well as on the outcome of the diagnosis. To understand that, it is useful to write in Table 1 the GP’s expected utility for each possible signal and each possible behavior (treat and refer) under FFS:

Table 1. GP’s expected utility under FFS, according to signal and behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGNAL</th>
<th>BEHAVIOR</th>
<th>treat</th>
<th>refer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>$R - c_{GP} + \beta { \Pr(m, s) h_1 + (1 - \Pr(m, s)) h_2 }$</td>
<td>$\beta { \Pr(m, s) h_1 + (1 - \Pr(m, s)) h_2 }$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{s}$</td>
<td>$R - c_{GP} + \beta { (1 - \Pr(m, \overline{s})) h_1 + \Pr(m, \overline{s}) h_3 }$</td>
<td>$\beta { (1 - \Pr(m, \overline{s})) h_1 + \Pr(m, \overline{s}) h_2 }$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, when the signal is $s$, the GP’s best reply is to treat (respectively, to refer) the patient on his own if and only if

\[ \beta < \frac{R - c_{GP}}{\Pr(m, s)(h_2 - h_3)} \]  
(respectively, \[ \beta > \frac{R - c_{GP}}{\Pr(m, s)(h_2 - h_3)} \]).

Similarly, when the signal is $\overline{s}$, the GP’s best reply is to treat (respectively, to refer) the patient on his own if and only if

\[ \beta < \frac{R - c_{GP}}{\Pr(m, \overline{s})(h_2 - h_3)} \]  
(respectively, \[ \beta > \frac{R - c_{GP}}{\Pr(m, \overline{s})(h_2 - h_3)} \]).

\[ ^4 \] The notation “s.SP” refers to the strategy of systematically referring patients to a specialist.
Combining the above comparisons and reasoning in expected terms (i.e. for each possible signal), a GP can adopt any of the following strategies, depending on his ability and sense of professional duty:

- A “follow signal” strategy, denoted “FS”, according to which the GP provides \( t \) if the signal \( s \) is observed, and refers the patient to a specialist if the signal \( \bar{s} \) is observed. His expected utility under such a strategy is:

\[
EU(FFS, FS) = \{P \alpha + (1-P)(1-\alpha)\} (R - c_{GP}) + \beta \{P h_1 + (1-P) a h_2 + (1-P)(1-a) h_3\}.
\]

- A “systematic GP’s treatment” strategy, denoted “s.GP”, according to which the GP provides treatment \( t \), no matter whether the outcome of the diagnosis is the observation of a signal \( s \) or \( \bar{s} \). His expected utility under such a strategy is:

\[
EU(FFS, s.GP) = R - c_{GP} + \beta \{P h_1 + (1-P) h_3\}.
\]

- A “systematic referral” strategy, denoted “s.SP”, according to which the GP refers patients to a specialist, whatever is the signal resulting from the diagnosis. His expected utility under such a strategy is:

\[
EU(FFS, s.SP) = \beta \{P h_1 + (1-P) h_3\}.
\]

Comparing his expected utility under each available strategy, a GP’s best reply is to adopt either of these strategies under the following conditions:

- A “s.GP” strategy iff \( \beta < \frac{R - c_{GP}}{Pr(\bar{m},\bar{s})(h_2 - h_3)} \);
- A “FS” strategy iff 
\[ \frac{R-c_{GP}}{Pr(m,s)(h_2-h_1)} < \beta < \frac{R-c_{GP}}{Pr(m,s)(h_2-h_1)} ; \]

- A “s.SP” strategy iff 
\[ \frac{R-c_{GP}}{Pr(m,s)(h_2-h_1)} < \beta. \]

We now interpret these conditions using Figure 1 where we plot them in the GPs profile space \((a, \beta)\). This allows us to discuss the importance of a GP’s profile in the decision to refer a patient to a specialist or not.

Figure 1. The GP’s behavior under FFS

Under a FFS payment scheme, treating a patient on his own is more lucrative for a GP than referring her to a specialist. However, referring a patient to a specialist results in a better expected health for the patient, especially if the GP does not trust his own judgment because of a low ability \(a\). Therefore, GPs characterized by a very poor sense of professional duty (area A in Figure 1) go for a “systematic GP’s treatment” strategy because they put a very high value on their own net income relatively to the health status of their patients. Moving towards higher degrees of professional duty, we find either GPs with a low ability who choose to systematically refer their patients (area B in Figure 1) or GPs with a higher ability who decide a course of action according to the diagnosis outcome (the “FS” strategy in area C of Figure 1). Indeed, the latter GPs are able enough so that trusting their own judgment satisfy their appeal for both income and patients’ health. The same reasoning holds for GPs with a higher sense of professional duty provided they are able enough. However, GPs with a higher sense of professional duty but a limited ability prefer to systematically refer their patients to a specialist. Indeed,
those GPs are very much concerned by their patients’ health and they know that specialists are way more able than they are to adequately treat the patients.

4. GPs self selection of a payment mechanism

In a health system where both FFS payments and capitation payments coexist, the GPs can choose to work either under FFS (anticipating their behavior in terms of “s.GP”, “FS” and “s.SP” strategies) or under capitation (anticipating that they will always refer in that case). Whether a GP will choose FFS or capitation depends on his profile \((a, \beta)\) and on the relative level of the capitation and FFS payments. In particular, comparing the expected GP’s utilities, we have the following 3 cases:

- When the capitation payment is very high relatively to the FFS net payment, i.e. \(R - c_{GP} < K\), all GPs trivially choose to work under capitation and therefore they all systematically refer their patients to specialists.

- Decreasing the capitation payment or increasing the FFS such that \(P (R - c_{GP}) < K < R - c_{GP}\), only the GPs with a poor sense of professional duty \((\beta < (R - c_{GP} - K) / (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3))\) move to FFS and decide to systematically treat their patients on their own. The remaining GPs keep the capitation payment and they exert a defensive type of medicine consisting in systematically referring their patients to specialists.

- Decreasing the capitation payment or increasing the FFS even more until \(K < P (R - c_{GP})\), we find the most interesting case depicted in Figure 2.
Area B in Figure 2 coincides with area B in Figure 1. It corresponds to the profiles of GPs making systematic referrals no matter whether they are paid under FFS or capitation. Therefore, when given the choice, they go for capitation to earn the payment $K$ rather than earning nothing under FFS. Those GPs are characterized by relatively low levels of ability and high concern for their patients' health.

Moving towards higher abilities and/or lower concern for patients' health, we find profiles of GPs who would systematically refer patients under capitation but who would recommend a course of action according to their diagnosis if paid by FFS (area C in Figure 1, equivalent to areas B' and C' in Figure 2). When given the choice, only the most altruistic and least able among those GPs (area B' in Figure 2) would choose capitation rather than FFS to better conciliate their concern for patients' health and a certain income. The GPs in area C' with a better diagnosis ability and/or a weaker concern for patients' health choose a FFS payment and trust their judgment to recommend a course of action for their patients (the “follow signal” strategy). Indeed, FFS provide them with higher earnings while their “follow signal” strategy is relatively beneficial for their patients given their relatively high diagnosis ability.

The remaining GPs whose profiles are represented in area A' are characterized by a very weak interest for their patients' health, and FFS is the payment that will secure the highest earnings to them provided they decide to systematically treat their patients on their own first.
5. Should GPs self select their payment mechanism?

To answer this question, we first present the first-best situation in which a regulator maximizes patients’ expected health net of the treatment costs. This situation is equivalent to one in which GPs would never behave strategically and would be paid exactly their reservation utility, assuming the same zero-reservation utility for all. We consider that the regulator can tell GPs to follow one of the afore-mentioned strategies, i.e. either to recommend a course of action for the patient according to the diagnosis, or to systematically treat the patients first, or to systematically refer patients to a specialist. We provide in the next table the regulator’s objective function corresponding to either of these strategies. They are derived in a way that is similar to the derivation of GP’s expected utilities in Section 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GP’s strategy</th>
<th>Regulator’s objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“FS”</td>
<td>$Pa (h_1 - c_{GP}) + P (1 - a) (h_1 - c_{SP}) + (1 - P) a (h_2 - c_{SP}) + (1 - P) (1 - a) (h_1 - c_{GP} - c_{SP})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s.GP”</td>
<td>$P (h_1 - c_{GP}) + (1 - P) (h_3 - c_{GP} - c_{SP})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s.SP”</td>
<td>$P (h_1 - c_{SP}) + (1 - P) (h_2 - c_{SP})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the regulator’s objective function under each GP’s strategy, we obtain the following first-best rule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimal strategy</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“FS”</td>
<td>$a &gt; \bar{a} = \max \left{ a; \frac{P(c_{GP} - c_{SP})}{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) + (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})} \right}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s.GP”</td>
<td>$\frac{P(c_{GP} - c_{SP})}{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) + (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})} &gt; \max \left{ a; \frac{(1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})}{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) + (1 - P)(h_1 - h_3 + c_{GP})} \right}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“s.SP”</td>
<td>$\frac{(1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})}{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) + (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})} &gt; \max \left{ a; \frac{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP})}{P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) + (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})} \right}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intuitively, this first-best rule can be interpreted as follows. First, notice that the terms $P(c_{SP} - c_{GP})$ and $(1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})$ appear repeatedly in the first-best rule. The term $P(c_{SP} - c_{GP})$ reflects the cost of a type-I error, i.e. the cost of referring a patient with a minor condition who does not need specialty care. In turn, the term $(1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})$ reflects the loss associated to a type-II error, i.e. the loss caused by not referring a patient who actually needs specialty care because of a severe condition. The inequality $P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) > (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})$ characterizes a situation where the costs of specialized care are so high that economizing on specialists costs is a stronger concern for the regulator than failures at referring a patient with a severe illness to a specialist. Instead, the opposite inequality $P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) < (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP})$ characterizes a situation where GPs failures at adequately referring patients is the strongest concern of a regulator. The afore-mentioned first-best rule tells us that when high specialists costs are the main concern, then low-ability GPs should systematically treat their patients before eventually referring them to a specialist. On the contrary, when GPs failures at referring a patient to a specialist when needed are the strongest concern, then low-ability GPs should systematically refer their patients to specialists. Last, high-ability GPs should always follow the result of their diagnosis (“FS” strategy) independently on the type of error that is relevant.

We next plot the first-best rule in the profile space $(a, \beta)$ as in Figures 1 and 2, with the aim of comparing it with the different outcomes previously analyzed; That is, concerning capitated GPs, GPs paid on a FFS basis, and GPs selecting their payment mechanism among capitation and FFS.
Figure 3. The first-best rule

When type-I error is the main concern

- “FS”
- “s.SP”
- “s.GP”

When type-II error is the main concern

In Figure 4, we superpose Figures 1, 2 and 3 on each other to perform the overall comparison.

Figure 4. Comparing self selection, FFS and capitation with the first-best rule

The outcome of the overall comparison depends on whether the main concern is either type-I or type-II error. We first focus on the situation where the important regulator’s concern is economizing on high specialists costs, that is:

\[ P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) > (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP}). \]

In this case, imposing a capitation payment for all GPs cannot be optimal since it would result in systematic referrals to specialists while the first-best rule rules out such strategy because of the high specialists costs. More precisely, for high-ability GPs \((a > \tilde{a}\), corresponding to areas B, D, F and H), the first-best rule recommends the “follow signal” strategy while the dominant strategy of capitated GPs is to systematically refer patients to a specialist. There are thus too many referrals compared to the first-best rule. The
situation is even worse for capitated low-ability GPs ($a < \tilde{a}$, that is, areas A, C, E, G and I) since the first-best strategy for low-ability GPs is to systematically treat their patients first. Therefore, there are way too many referrals in that case.

Furthermore, the graphical analysis reveals that FFS is closer to the first-best rule than self selection of payment schemes is. FFS and self selection only differ for GPs profiles in areas F, I and E. The outcome of FFS in areas F and I coincide with the first-best rule, while too many referrals are the outcome of self selection in those areas F and I. In area E, even if different from the first-best rule, FFS results in an outcome that is closer to the first-best than the outcome of self selection is. Indeed, in area E, self selection induces more referrals than FFS, which itself induces more referrals than in the first-best rule.

Therefore, we conclude that imposing a FFS payment scheme to all GPs is optimal when the important regulator’s concern is economizing on high specialists costs. Letting GPs the option to choose capitation can only increase the number of referrals, which cannot be interesting when specialists costs are too high. Table 2 summarizes the arguments leading to this conclusion.

**Table 2. Comparing self selection with FFS and capitation when type-I errors are the main concern**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First Best</th>
<th>Over refer</th>
<th>Greatly over refer</th>
<th>Under refer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only FFS</td>
<td>A + D + F + I</td>
<td>C + E + H</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only capitation</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>B + D + F + H</td>
<td>A + C + E + G + I</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self selection</td>
<td>A + D</td>
<td>C + F + H</td>
<td>I + E + G</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We next focus on the situation where the important regulator’s concern is avoiding failures at referring a patient with a severe illness to the specialist, because the losses in terms of patients’ health are too high:

$$P(c_{SP} - c_{GP}) < (1 - P)(h_2 - h_3 + c_{GP}).$$
No clear conclusion can be drawn for that case without making hazardous assumptions on the distribution of GPs in the profile space \((a, \beta)\). Indeed, for GPs with a profile corresponding to area A, C, E, G or I, the outcome of capitation coincides with the first-best rule. For GPs with a profile in area D, F or G, fee for service coincides with the first-best rule. Last, GPs with a profile as in area D, E, G or I, self selection of a payment contract is optimal. Table 3 summarizes this comparison.

| Table 3. Comparing self selection with FFS and capitation when type-II errors are the main concern |
|---------------------------------------------------|---------------|----------------|----------------|
| First Best                                      | Over refer    | Under refer    | Greatly under refer |
| Only FFS                                        | D + F + G     | H              | B + C + E        | A + I          |
| Only capitation                                  | A + C + E + G + I | B + D + F + H | \(\phi\)        | \(\phi\)      |
| Self selection                                   | D + E + G + I | F + H          | B + C           | A              |

6. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to answer the question of whether GPs should be allowed to self select their payment mechanism or not. To deal with this issue, we recognize that GPs are heterogeneous in their ability and in their sense of professional duty. We limit our attention to the payment schemes that are the most commonly used, i.e. capitation and fee-for-service. We also limit our attention to gatekeeping GPs who have the choice between treating patients on their own or referring them to a specialist.

We first confirm some results already obtained in a companion paper by Allard et al (2009), in which GPs do not choose their payment mechanism. On the one hand, capitated GPs are shown to systematically refer patients to a specialist, whatever the result of the diagnosis and the GP’s profile. On the other hand, the behavior of GPs paid on a FFS basis differ according to their profile and eventually according to the outcome of diagnoses. In particular, GPs with a high ability to perform accurate diagnoses and a relatively high concern for patients health recommend the most adequate course of action for their patients: They either provide a treatment on their own or they refer a patient to a specialist according to the outcome of the diagnosis. Instead, less able GPs with a high
concern for patients health systematically refer their patients to a specialist, anticipating a better outcome in terms of health. Last, GPs with little concern for patients health systematically treat the patients first.

When given the choice of a payment mechanism, only the most altruistic GPs with a moderate to low ability choose the capitation scheme and systematically refer patients to specialists. The remaining GPs opt for FFS, although not all for the same reason. Among those GPs, only the ones with higher ability and higher concern for health provide the most adequate health services, i.e. according to their relatively accurate diagnoses. The GPs characterized by the lowest concern for health choose FFS to maximize their revenue only by systematically treating their patients before eventually referring them if needed.

Whether a regulator should allow GPs to self select their payment mechanism or not depends on the priority he faces. If the main concern is to save on the costs of specialized care because those are too high, then it is optimal to pay all GPs on a FFS basis and not let them choose their payment scheme. If the main concern is to limit medical errors that can possibly be made by GPs, then the answer to our main question depends on the distribution of GPs’ profiles. For example, it can be optimal to allow GPs to self select a payment mechanism if all GPs are sufficiently concerned about health and they are either very able or very unable at diagnosing patients.
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